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Game Overview                                                              1 

 
The aim of Bryndzove Halusky is to beat the other team in painting as much of the 

map as possible. The player can also kill other team members which will give them 3 

seconds to respawn at their starting area - this introduces the sub-goal of interrupting 

the opposing team as much as possible. There are also fixed spawn points of power-

ups, giving teams an edge if they can hold a location for a longer period of time - 

these include speeding up player movement, giving unlimited ammo for a period of 

time and recovering health - all of which will help a team to maximise their time on 

reaching the primary objective. Game rounds are fixed to 1 minute which lead the 

developers to the decision to keep the map compact with a possible paint count of 

1200+ per team. 

 

The map is designed to be fair for both teams with access to power-ups being equal 

(ie, there is 1 power-up for recovering health at both teams spawn points), and are 

initially obstructed by obstacles to prevent the other team being able to instantly kill 

members upon spawning. 

 

It is possible for the player to choose their weapon before playing and offer different 

tactics - the pistol has no downtime between shots with a quick reload and can be 

rapidly clicked for quick painting, the machine gun has the ability to auto-fire but has 

longer downtime between shots and moderate reload time, the shotgun fires 6 shots 

per shell with the longest shot downtime and reload speed - all of which provide 

benefits for paint over killing and vice versa.  
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Tasks Implemented                                                        2 
 

User Interface 

 

The objective of the user interface was to be simple and intuitive - reacting to button 

presses with sound and displaying additional text where necessary - this is where 

the player connects with the database and receives all feedback from gameplay. The 

user is able to send and receive information about their database account, search for 

rooms in the main lobby, create a room with additional details (such as room name, 

room password, 1v1 up to 4v4), customise their character, chat to other players 

inside their room and kick players from their room. Ingame UI is divided into 5 

sections - health and ammo ratings, display of remaining time in the round, any 

power ups the player has picked up, ingame chat, and death notifications. When the 

round is finished, all UI is then hidden and a final animation is played - displaying the 

paint ratio of each team, deciding then who won the round. There are some parts of 

the UI that are placeholders and do not have any implementations behind them due 

to time management. The UI encompasses displaying the players health, ammo, 

power ups, death notifications, kill cam, ingame chat, round time and end of game 

win calculations. 

 

Database Connectivity 

 

This is vital in allowing players to have persistent data - the project is able to save 

and upload player data when they customise their character, and are able to create 

and log into an account. Sanitation of SQL queries are handled on the server in .php 

files, and the local side is awaiting responses to progress. 

 

Master Server 

 

Connectivity between players are made from the Photon master server using an 

AppID, where each player connects to a central lobby and is able to view currently 

active rooms - any rooms that are already in game are locked and cannot be joined. 

Rooms are able to hold 8 players in a 4v4 match. Teams are decided upon room 

entry by the master client - there are two teams available, Red and Blue team. 

 

DLLs 

 

Implemented in C++, the functionality for the DLLs are to display jokes in the room 

lobby chat window and is able to handle the colours of chat text based on the events 

that happen, this could be if a player joins the room, leaves the room, or is kicked by 

the master client. 
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Character (Collisions/Enemies/AI) 

 

Characters are comprised of 6 scripts mainly handing movement of different body 

parts, the base Game Object then holds the data necessary for other network 

players to access to texture and child their weapon locally. Characters can hold 3 

different weapons and pick up power-ups inherited from an interface class - they also 

send events to other scripts like the character UI, to allow correct flow of initialisation. 

Characters are also enemies or team mates. Collisions are handled by a subclass - 

there is no AI implemented in this project.  

 

Pickups 

 

The objects that can be picked up ingame - they are split into categories with an 

enum (instead of subclasses) as this is parsed through the interface function 

differentiated with a switch. They give power boosts to player that  

 

Decals 

 

A large part and the main focus of the project‟s art style is thanks to decals - they 

have ease of use, as well as being more efficient than the initial plan of instantiating 

materialed quads at given locations. This functionality was initially implemented as 

part of Unity‟s deferred decal shader which isn‟t part of the default engine (though 

available on the Unity website) and the developers decided this was the most 

efficient way to implement decals. There are problems with this shader in that a 

decal can only be visible if there is a light source facing the projected areas, also the 

decals cannot be projected to „melt‟ around rounded objects (it does not render). 

 

Sounds/Models 

 

Any sound effects were recorded by the developers or acquired from online sources 

being royalty-free and allowed for commercial use. All models used were created by 

the developers using Maya or 3DS Max.  
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Major Techniques and Algorithms                                  3 

 
How the map is painted                                                                                            3.1 

 

Initially the idea was to break new ground to write shaders that would calculate how 

much of a teams colour was present on a materialed object - this proved to be over 

complicated as the developers had already planned to keep the graphics simple. The 

decision was made to keep minimalistic and create the main map out of many 

different quads (though it was not a requirement for the shape to be basic), each 

then has a script to know which team it belongs to, if any. 

 

The Paintball component is simply able to get the component of the object which it 

has collided with and change the value to match the team the paintball belongs to. 

This also works together with the GameManager of each client as the „paint count‟ of 

each team is incremented as the collision occurs - though the final paint score and 

ratio happens only on the master client, which then sends an RPC to each client to 

update their UI. An example of the construction of the map is seen below, along with 

the component attached to each piece of the map: 

 

 
 

// simply decide whether this part of the map belongs to red or blue team for final ratio calculations 

public bool RedTeam = false; 

public bool BlueTeam = false; 
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Synchronising Network Movement                                                                           3.2 

 

The default interpretation of movement of the Photon Network using the PhotonView 

component is choppy at best - the developers wanted to smooth the movement of 

players to allow better precision of collision detection, and allows for other behaviour 

to be handled locally - lessening the load over the network. This was implemented 

incrementally and took a lot of testing to have a decent, playable result. The initial 

algorithm was to capitalise on the inbuilt functionality for default types: 

Vector3.MoveTowards() and Quaternion.Lerp() - rotation values do not need to be as 

precise as positional movements, therefore there is not much of a need to sync 

rotation over time based on times when the data was sent and received over the 

network. The delta time that MoveTowards() works from was based upon the 

distance calculated between the first and last position received and multiplied by the 

PhotonNetwork.SendRate and time.deltaTime.  

 
predictedPosition = networkPosition + networkVelocity * movementSpeed * totalUpdateTime; 

transform.position = Vector3.MoveTowards(transform.position, predictedPosition, 

Vector3.Distance(transform.position, predictedPosition) * sendRate * Time.deltaTime); 

 

This proved unrealistic; MoveTowards() would move the vector from one to the next 

statically whenever data was received, which of course would be at different rates, 

and will still cause a stutter but would smooth it out. In order to prevent this and build 

upon it, the decision incorporate Lerp() for positional updates was made. This lead to 

rewriting the script and simplifying calculations: 

 
syncTime += Time.deltaTime; 

transform.position = Vector3.Lerp(syncStartPosition, syncEndPosition, syncTime / syncDelay); 

transform.rotation = Quaternion.Lerp(syncStartRotation, syncEndRotation, 180f * sendRate * 

Time.deltaTime); 

 
Ultimately, this leads to comparing the time the component received data against 

static Time.time and then multiplying the position of the player to their current 

velocity. Lerping never reaches a final value and always changes, this proved 

enough to stop jerky network movements. With this being as accurate as it can be 

minus network lag, we can also assume that setting the position of paintballs will be 

reasonably the same for all clients. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Weapon Classes                                                                                                       3.3 
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The weapons are derived from a base class that have fire and reload functionality 

with the creation of paintballs being a virtual function allowing for full flexibility of 

overriding from the children - this was important as there are 3 different types of 

weapon with different shooting behaviour. There are also Coroutines that focus on 

time delays for reloading and shot delay. The main focus for the weapon is to send 

an RPC to all players to call the function of their GameManager to reposition the 

paintball and give it properties passed as arguments - this call comes from the base 

Fire() which is called by the C_Character script when the character has a child 

weapon in its left hand. This is explained as part of „Performance and Optimisation 

Techniques‟ 

 
[PunRPC] 

public void CreatePaintballRPC(Vector3 position, Quaternion rotation, Vector3 colour, float speed, string 

team, string owner) 

{ 

GameObject.Find("GameManager").GetComponent<GameManager>().SetPaintball(position, rotation,    

colour, speed, team, owner); 

} 

 
Events and Delegates                                                                                               3.4 

 

Delegates and events were used to pass data along different components in a 

controlled flow - the character will broadcast a message to any listeners when it has 

finished its initialisation in the Start() and will be picked up by the EventManager, in 

turn, this also broadcasts another message (as a middle-man) to the Character_UI 

script, and can then safely assume that it can grab a reference to the weapon child in 

the character, and then populate the ingame UI with ammo values. Each function 

also „unsubscribes‟ from events to prevent memory leaks if an active component is 

destroyed. 

 
if (PlayerReady != null) { PlayerReady(); }    // called by C_Character 

void OnEnable() { C_Character.PlayerReady += ParsePlayerReadyEvent; } 

void ParsePlayerReadyEvent() { PlayerSpawned(); }  // pass through EventManager 

EventManager.PlayerSpawned += Initialise;   // arrive at UI_Character 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Database Interpretation                                                                                            3.5 
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When querying the database, .php files will switch on behaviour that is sent to the 

server, then echo a string back to the Coroutines within the DatabaseManager, to 

then update the UI directly from php. Non-UI data received is then split into an array 

and sent to the GameManager ready to populate each network characters values 

over RPC call, this is done by concatenating values with an expected string (ie “|”) to 

then call the standard library function .Split(„|‟). Expanding on the events system, the 

customise menu will need to have a specific flow in order to load character textures, 

and broadcasts and event when it has finally received the players database 

information - this saves the player looking at an untextured model while waiting for a 

database reply. 

 
IEnumerator DB_LoadPlayerData(string username, string userpass) 

{ 

    WWWForm form = new WWWForm(); 

    form.AddField("accountName", username); 

    form.AddField("accountPass", userpass); 

    WWW formRequest = new WWW(loadPlayerDataURL, form); 

    yield return formRequest; 

  

    if (!string.IsNullOrEmpty(formRequest.error)) Debug.Log("Database error " + formRequest.error); 

    else 

    { 

         loadUserDataReply = formRequest.text.ToString(); 

             string[] userInfo = loadUserDataReply.Split('|'); 

   GameManager gameManager = GameObject.Find("GameManager").GetComponent<GameManager>(); 

         gameManager.username = userInfo[0]; 

         gameManager.userpass = userInfo[1]; 

             gameManager.headtex = userInfo[2]; 

         gameManager.bodytex = userInfo[3]; 

         gameManager.weapon = userInfo[4]; 

    } 

  

    if (formRequest.isDone) 

    { 

        if (LoadDataReady != null) // send event to listeners now that data is ready 

        { 

            LoadDataReady(); 

        } 

        Debug.Log("Loading player data done"); 

        yield break; 

    } 

} 

 

 

 

 

 

Interacting with Pickups                                                                                            3.6 
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Primarily Pickups are detect by the character using an interface class (ICanPickup) 

on collision - which then calls a Coroutine to hide the object for a certain length of 

time. The character has a separate component for collision detection with paintballs, 

but also has a script attached that is inherited from the interface class to be able to 

detect pickups. Once detected, the pickup will call the interface method OnPickUp() 

on the component that it collided with and also passes it‟s enum type as an 

argument, which is then switched to start Coroutines to determine the final 

behaviour: 

 
public void OnPickUp(PickupType pickupType) 

{ 

    if (photonView.isMine) 

    { 

        switch (pickupType) 

        { 

             case PickupType.AmmoUp: 

                { 

                    Debug.Log(username + " got ammo box"); 

                    StartCoroutine(OnAmmoPickup(leftWeapon.ammoCount, 5f)); 

                    return; 

                } 

             case PickupType.HealthUp: 

                { 

                    Debug.Log(username + " got health box"); 

                    StartCoroutine(OnHealthPickup(1f)); 

                    return; 

                } 

             case PickupType.SpeedUp: 

                { 

                    Debug.Log(username + " got speed box"); 

                    StartCoroutine(OnSpeedPickup(this.GetComponent<C_CharacterMovement>().speed, 5f)); 

                    return; 

                } 

        } 

    }  

} 
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DLLs                                                                                                                         3.7 

 

Room lobby chat collaborate with DLL library “BHChat” which store array of jokes 

and several colours data for specifics messages. The biggest challenge was to make 

compatible C++ string and C# string as they are not compatible. It has been 

achieved by storing jokes in array of const char pointers which can be readed by C# 

class Marshal and subsequently convert it into string. At this point program is able to 

load text from DLL and is ready to use it for chat. But before is one more step 

required, it is initialize DLL functions. 

 
[DllImport("BHChat", EntryPoint = "GetJokesCount")] public static extern int GetJokesCount(); 

[DllImport("BHChat", EntryPoint = "GetJokeByID")] public static extern System.IntPtr GetJokeByID(int 

jokeID); 

[DllImport("BHChat", EntryPoint = "GetRandomJoke")] public static extern System.IntPtr GetRandomJoke(); 

[DllImport("BHChat", EntryPoint = "GetErrorMessage")] public static extern System.IntPtr 

GetErrorMessage(); 

[DllImport("BHChat", EntryPoint = "ErrorCheck")] public static extern bool BHChat_DLL_ErrorCheck(); 

[DllImport("BHChat", EntryPoint = "GetTextColor")] public static extern Vector3Int GetTextColor(int 

messageType); 
 

At this point are all C++ functions linked with C# code, To load right joke from DLL 

and do not break anything, chat input must pass a test. If the message start with 

letter “/” and do contain only digits after slash, there is possibility that message could 

call a joke from DLL. This check is done by code listed bellow. 

 
// Check if joke string contain only digits 

bool IsStringJoke(string str) 

{ 

    // If the message is not joke type, return true 

    if (str.Substring(0, 1) == "/") str = str.Substring(1); 

    // First character does not start with "/", it is not joke 

    else return false; 

    // Check if in the string are not any letters 

    foreach (char c in str) if (c < '0' || c > '9') return false; 

    // Return true, string is text which could call a joke from DLL 

    return true; 

} 

 

If the message pass the check, text from player input must be amended. The first 

letter in string is still “/”, so next step is to delete the first character inside variable 

m_InputBox.text. At this point we know that player has typed message which contain 

only digits. Next step is if the number inside the input string is not higher than 

number of jokes inside DLL. If is higher chat system will adjust the string with 

removed character and send it as regular message, and if is not, joke from the DLL 

will be loaded and assigned into m_inputBox.text variable. See code on next page. 

 

 
// Remove "/" from string 

m_inputBox.text = m_inputBox.text.Substring(1); 
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// Check if the numbers is not higher than count of jokes, if is not, send a joke 

if (int.Parse(m_inputBox.text) < GetJokesCount()) 

{ 

   m_inputBox.text = Marshal.PtrToStringAnsi(GetJokeByID(int.Parse(m_inputBox.text))); 

   … 

   … 

} 

 

This system gives BHChat.lib huge scalability, as it does not require any further 

changes on C# side, it will work even with 10 000 jokes. Additionally DLL store own 

error check system, which can be printed with Unity with developers. It store boolean 

which can say if there is any error or not, and errorMessage which say what is 

causing current error. See possible error types bellow, 
 

errorMessage = "ERROR::Array out of range, joke ID is higher than array range. Observed ID is " + 

std::to_string(ID) + ", maximal allowed ID is " + std::to_string(NUMBER_OF_JOKES) + ". Returning 

randomly generated joke instead."; 

 
errorMessage = "ERROR::Given invalid messageType number. Observed number is " + 

std::to_string(messageType) + ", maximal allowed number is " + 

std::to_string(MessageType::MESSAGE_TYPE_ID_OUT_OF_RANGE - 1) + ". Default color has been 

returned."; 

 

 

User Interface                                                                                                           3.8 

 

User Interface is divided into two groups, “MainMenuUI” and “CharacterUI”. 

CharacterUI handle UI as is (health bar, amo bar, in game chat, FPS and PING text, 

round time, map painted percentage, win or lose state, powerUPs, kill notifications, 

respawning, button back to lobby) which shows only during the gameplay. 

MainMenuUI contain whole tree of sub object which handle own section as are 

(“GO_MainButtonsSection, GO_LoginMenu, GO_RoomLobby, GO_CreateAccount, 

GO_RoomsSection, GO_CreateRoom, GO_HaveBeenKicked, GO_CustomiseMenu) 

they are showed only while player is not playing the game. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GO_RoomSection                                                                                                  3.8.1 
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GO_RoomSection provide to player all room informations and option to create new 

room. Important thing to get filling up room buttons datas with room information was 

to move the buttons into array in right order. Elements in array must to be reorganize 

as Unity‟s function FindObjectsOfType does not fill up array in right order. It has 

been done by swapping elements in array by ID which has been assigned manually 

to each button. 

 
m_roomButtonsArray = FindObjectsOfType(typeof(UI_RoomButton)) as UI_RoomButton[]; 

m_countOfRoomButtons = m_roomButtonsArray.Length; 

 UI_RoomButton tempButton; 

 

for (int i = 0; i < m_countOfRoomButtons; i++) 

   for (int k = 0; k < m_countOfRoomButtons - 1; k++) 

   { 

      if (m_roomButtonsArray[k].ID > m_roomButtonsArray[k + 1].ID) 

      { 

         tempButton = m_roomButtonsArray[k]; 

         m_roomButtonsArray[k] = m_roomButtonsArray[k + 1]; 

         m_roomButtonsArray[k + 1] = tempButton; 

      } 

   } 

} 

 

 

 

Once the elements in roomButtonArray are organize, roomList variable from 

networking manager is looped, and assign the room details into roomButtonArray. If 

there are for example only 5 rooms created, rest of the room buttons in 

roomButtonArray are set to default in second loop 
 

for (int i = 0; i < m_networkManager.roomsList.Length; i++) 

{ 

   m_roomButtonsArray[i].SetRoomDetails(i, m_networkManager.roomsList[i].IsOpen, 

m_networkManager.roomsList[i].Name, "Map",m_networkManager.roomsList[i].PlayerCount, 

m_networkManager.roomsList[i].MaxPlayers); 

 } 

  

 

if (m_networkManager.roomsList.Length < m_countOfRoomButtons) 

{ 

   for (int i = m_networkManager.roomsList.Length; i < m_countOfRoomButtons; i++) 

m_roomButtonsArray[i].ResetButton(); 

} 

 

 

 
GO_RoomLobby                                                                                                    3.8.2 
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GO_RoomLobby maintain several important things. One of them is assigning team 

to new players. It is achieved by quite a bit complex technique which starts by new 

player joining room. When new player join room he ask masterClient through RPC 

for a team, subsequently masterClient check which team has space and assign new 

player into blue or red team. Once the new player has assigned a team, masterClient 

takes both teams names data and wrap them into string array and send them to all 

others players inside the current room. 
 

// Fill up arrays with red team datas 

for (int i = 0; i < MAXIMUM_COUNT_OF_PLAYERS_IN_TEAM; i++) 

      tempRedTeamStringArray[i] = GM.redTeam.playersNameArray[i]; 

  

// Fill up arrays with blue team datas 

for (int i = 0; i < MAXIMUM_COUNT_OF_PLAYERS_IN_TEAM; i++) 

      tempBlueTeamStringArray[i] = GM.blueTeam.playersNameArray[i]; 

 

// Send team information and master nick name to other players in room 

photonView.RPC("MasterIsSendingTeamInformations", PhotonTargets.Others, 

(object)tempRedTeamStringArray, (object)tempBlueTeamStringArray, PhotonNetwork.player.NickName); 

 

 

Once the master has received and processed team assigning request from new 

player, he sends new team information to other players. This data contain two arrays 

of string with names of players in both teams and name of master client. Each client 

connected in same room use observed data to update his own game manager 

specifically read and blue teamInfo classes. It is really important to do this step 

otherwise other clients will not know with who they are in team. 

 
[PunRPC] void MasterIsSendingTeamInformations(string[] tempRedTeamStringArray, string[] 

tempBlueTeamStringArray, string masterClientName) 

{ 

   // Update teams with new data, and master client name 

   GM.redTeam.UpdateTeam(tempRedTeamStringArray, masterClientName); 

   GM.blueTeam.UpdateTeam(tempBlueTeamStringArray, masterClientName); 

} 

 

Another interesting thing which is happening in RoomLobby script is kicking other 

players from room. This feature can use only masterClient, others clients are not 

allow to kick other players from room. The whole kicking process beginning with 

OnClick button function implemented by Unity. When master client click on any 

player name inside the room, it will mark the player to click until the masterClient will 

not click on other player name or same player again, or player will not leave the 

room or get kicked which is handled by function MarkOrUnmarkPLayerToKick. The 

whole function is quite huge, it does a lot of visualisation for player, like change the 

colour of button which belong to marked player. This feature was planned to use not 

just for kicking players, but also for adding players into friend list, but it is not 

implemented due not enough time. Once we got selected player and masterClient 
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will click on button Kick Player, masterClient sents RPC to others player which player 

is supposed to leave the room and update his own team lists.  
 

public void KickPlayer() 

{ 

    photonView.RPC("IsMasterKickingMe", PhotonTargets.Others, m_playerMarkedToKick, 

m_lastMarkedPlayerToKickButtonIndex, (int)m_lastMarkedPlayerToKickIsFromTeam); 

    UpdateAfterKickingPlayer(); 

} 

 

When other players receive RPC from masterClient, the first thing to do is check who 

is the player which is supposed to leave room. If it current client, current client will 

leave the room, if it is someone else in room, current client will update his team infos 

and will remove the player marked to kick from his team infos 

 
[PunRPC] void IsMasterKickingMe(string playerToBeKicked, int buttonIndex, int teamColor) 

{ 

    // Check if masterClient wants to kick me, if not update teams and get out from the function, if yes close 

connection with this room 

    if (PhotonNetwork.player.NickName != playerToBeKicked) 

    { 

        UpdateAfterKickingPlayer(playerToBeKicked, teamColor); 

        return; 

    } 

  

    Debug.Log("Got kicked !" + playerToBeKicked); 

    photonView.RPC("SendMessagePlayerHasBeenKicked", PhotonTargets.All, 

PhotonNetwork.player.NickName); 

    PhotonNetwork.LeaveRoom(); 

    UI_Manager.EnablePlayerKickedWidget(); 

    UI_Manager.EnableRoomSection(); 

    this.gameObject.SetActive(false); 

} 

 

Chat                                                                                                                       3.8.3 

 

Chat is constructed from two Unity classes InputField handle player input, ScrollView 

store the chat content and slider and C# class called Chat which merge everything 

together. Every new message is stored in messageList which handle up to 50 

messages. If chat contain 50 messages and new one is created, the last one is 

deleted and new one is pushed into list. MessageList does not contain only message 

content, it also store whole Unity Text Object which can store different colours, font, 

size of text. This allows the chat system to push into chat not only player messages, 

but also system events (as are, Player joined room, or left room or even player has 

been kicked). All these events can be displayed in chat with different colour which 

has been loaded from DLL library. Detecting what colour should be use is done in 

switch statement which use for detection passed enum type parameter called 

messageType. See whole process code bellow. 
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private void SendMessage(string newText, MessageType messageType) 

{ 

    // Check if the chat has not cross the maximum count of messages 

    if (messagesList.Count >= MAXIMUM_COUNT_OF_MESSAGES) 

    { 

           Destroy(messagesList[0].textObject.gameObject); 

           messagesList.Remove(messagesList[0]); 

    } 

     // Create new message object 

    Message newMessage = new Message();  

    // Instantiate new text object and push him into array 

    GameObject newTextObject = Instantiate(m_textObject, m_content.transform); 

    // Set the text width, depends on what kind of chat it is, and what resolutuins is set 

    newTextObject.GetComponent<Chat_TextBlockSizer>().UpdateWidth(IsLobbyChat); 

   newMessage.textObject = newTextObject.GetComponent<Text>(); 

    newMessage.textObject.text = newText; 

  

    // Assign color to text, depends on message type 

    switch (messageType) 

    { 

        case MessageType.PLAYER_INPUT: 

            newMessage.textObject.color = m_colorText; 

            break; 

  

        case MessageType.PLAYER_JOINED: 

           newMessage.textObject.color = m_colorJoined; 

            break; 

  

        case MessageType.PLAYER_LEFT: 

            newMessage.textObject.color = m_colorLeft; 

            break; 

  

        case MessageType.PLAYER_KICKED: 

            newMessage.textObject.color = m_colorKicked; 

            break; 

    }  

    messagesList.Add(newMessage); 

} 

 

SendMessage function is called when player has wrote a text into InputField and has 

pressed enter. At this time chat system send RPC to other players contain input text 

and messageType. In this scenario the message type would be PLAYER_INPUT, 

others messages types are auto generated when specific event happen. 
 

 

Source Code Specification                                             4 

 
Managers                                                                                                                  4.1 
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The GameManager class is responsible for keeping the local player‟s database 

information before a character is instantiated - this helps less overhead when the 

character is spawned and the game round is started. It holds any texture or weapon 

that a player could choose to customise their character, therefore there is no need to 

send colours or any additional object arrays over the network via RPC. It also 

initialises an array of decals and paintball game objects, for them to be repositioned 

and reused, preventing possible memory leaks. Finally, it contains ingame 

information about how long a round is, how many players are on each team, and the 

current paint count a team has - all are fed through to the UI directly. 

 

NetworkManager class is almost a holder for the UI classes - it creates base 

functionality to recognise connection, losing connection, or joining a lobby or a room. 

Apart from this, it also instantiates the local character and activates the scripts that 

are necessary. 

 

The hopes of extending the EventManager class were eventually not needed by the 

developers, however, it serves as an example of being able to easily pass 

references from one class to another just be a means of subscribing to an event. 

 

The DatabaseManager handles all interaction with the database and enabled the UI 

to run the chosen queries through its public functions. The queries are not instant 

and must be contained within Coroutines to „yield return null‟, until the information 

has been sent back from the server. It is also an essential class in enabling the 

correct configuration of network characters by setting the texture/weapon/username 

values in the GameManager, which in turn also enables the camera and UI to 

access position updates of the kill camera, or kill notifications in the UI. 

 

The UserInterfaceManager is the base of which any UI class communicates with and 

controls the enabling and disabling of parent UI objects.  
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User Interface                                                                                                           4.2 
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User Interface manager store references to all main user interface sub objects as are 

UI_MainMenu, UI_RoomSection, UI_Login, UI_HaveBeenKicked, UI_RoomLobby, 

UI_CreateGame, UI_Customise, UI_Character. Each mentioned sub objects maintain 

only specific part of UI. 

 

UI_Character holds all information that needs to be displayed while ingame - to do this it 

must also communicate to the GameManager and the C_Character class directly in 

order to update its values. Not only this, but it also must communicate to the 

C_CameraMovement script when being notified by the character that it has been killed 

by an opposing team - all this functionality has been implemented with Coroutines.  

 

UI_MainMenu holds all not in game user interface. It is divided into several sub objects 

which manage own specific area. All scripts does not know about each other, they are 

not connected together, only way how they communicated together is through user 

interface manager 

 

UI_RoomSection maintain updating room buttons, provide option to create new room, 

show how many players are connected, and also provides button options. 

 

UI_CreateGame provide several room settings as are set room name, set room 

password ( not implemented ), select maximal possible players count and two buttons 

create room or back to lobby. 

 

UI_Login handle players connecting. Two input fields maintain all log in informations, the 

first one is for username, the second for password. Also it provides one more button 

“create new account” for players which has not created account yet or for players which 

has forgot their login information. 

 

UI_CreateAccount manage creating new  account. It contain two input fields, one for 

new username and other for account password. 

 

UI_HaveBeenKicked is simple UI game object which has not many functionalities. It only 

contain background image, text you have been kicked, and button with text “X” which 

disable UI game object UI_HaveBeenKicked. Enabling this object is executing from 

UI_RoomLobby and handled by User Interface manager. 

 

UI_RoomLobby, is the biggest UI object which has to sort out a lot of informations, as 

are assigning teams to new players, maintain room chat, kicking players from room. All 

this actions are affecting other players inside the room, if the UI_RoomLobby would not 

maintain actions correctly, other players would not have right room informations. Also 

UI_RoomLobby deal with game manager, fills up the team classes which are 

subsequently used for spawning players, assigning specifics spawn point to players. 
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Character                                                                                                                  4.3      
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It can be seens as the separate character classes are made for each GameObject 

component that makes up the character. C_Character stores information necessary 

for populating other network characters with textures and attaching their weapons - it 

also holds coroutines for death and various UI elements. The C_BodyTilt class 

controls the rotational tilt when the players moves backwards/forwards and side to 

side. Each arm has a separate script as the developers hoped that the character will 

be able to hold two weapons at once, and have them behave differently - time 

limitations had made this impossible, though those classes are also controlling 

rotational movements related to the parent root.  

 

C_Character Movement is what enables the character to move and the player to be 

able to control it. The Move() automatically takes care of collision detection without 

the need for a RigidBody component, as this caused more problems than solved 

when detecting collisions over the network - the character is also able to jump. 

 

C_Collider is the go-between when detecting items to pick up, as its class is also 

derived from the interface class ICanPickup - as well as this, this component has a 

RigidBody attached that „isKinematic‟, so it will also be able to detect paintball hits 

and apply damage to the character. 

 
C_CameraMovement only controls the pitch of its rotation, which then will rotate the 

arms towards the same angle - rotation around the Y axis is controlled by the mouse 

X value and subsequently rotates the whole character prefab (with all children) 

uniformly around that axis.  
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Weapon                                                                                                                    4.4 
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W_Weapon is a base class for the other three weapons to inherit from - it controls 

the basics of what a weapon will need: to be able to fire, reload and handle delays 

between such based on their constructed variables. 

 

Each weapon inherited class will initialise their custom variables inside its 

constructor and only override the function CreatPaintball() which has different 

behaviour depending on the weapon - for example, the shotgun class will have to tell 

the GameManager to reposition six paintballs with one shot, instead of the one 

paintball as opposed to the pistol and machine gun classes. 
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Paintball                                                                                                                    4.5 

 

 
 

P_Paintball class is responsible for a number of functionality: it always moves 

forward at a constant speed, this helps that each player only needs to send an RPC 

to everyone when they fire, then everything else can be handled locally as the speed 

never changes - of course, there could be minor differences between players 

because everybody does not receive this RPC at the same time, but it is not 

anything to worry too much about. 

 

Is also controls the splat functionality; when the gun fires, it casts a ray, then tells the 

game manager to get the pooled splat Decals and set its position to the raycast hit 

position when the paintball finally reaches that position within a distance threshold. 

 The developers chose this method because without a raycast (using a collider and a 

RigidBody component) the accuracy of which face the paintball hit an object is lost. 
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With a raycast however, the position is stored and the paintball then „splats‟ when it 

gets close enough by a Distance() check. 
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Pickup                                                                                                                       4.6 

 

 

 
Pickups are configured by enum and have a random colour applied to them on 

Awake(). Its trigger checks to see if it collides with any other object that has inherited 

the ICanPickup interface class and then calls the interface function on that 

component. Bounce() controls the position and rotation of the pickup. 
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Network Movement                                                                                                   4.7 

 

 

 
Network movement was adapted from a previous class that is no longer in use - the 

challenge was to be able to create smoother network movement while also making 

sure that the movement speed of each character over the network was the same - a 

previous problem was that a player with higher FPS would move quicker than 

another player with lower FPS. This was corrected by incorporating 

time.fixedDeltaTime into the CharacterMovement class - so when it comes to 

synchronising the current position and predicted position, it would be evenly 

matched.  
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Decals                                                                                                                       4.8 

 

 

 
The classes and shaders that the developers used were acquired externally - there 

are issues with decals within this project in that they cannot be visible when facing 

the negative Y axis, as there is no light source facing this direction. Please see 

References to read more about how the classes and shaders work. 
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Others                                                                                                                       4.9 

 

 

 
It was imperative that the information of players were held by their GameManager 

before the actual character prefab is instantiated inside a map - due to UI needing to 

identify who is inside the room with the local player and which team they are chosen 

to be on - from there, when the character is instantiated, it only needs to refer to its 

GameManager for the values it needs, speeding up the process. 
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ApplyPaint class is vital for gameplay as it is the only way to know which team has 

beat the other - they are attached to each object that is allowed to be painted (map 

prefabs/scene objects). Despite this, it is simply made of two booleans that can tell 

the paintball if it needs to erase a teams value as it is hit, or to not because it already 

has been hit by that team paintball. 

 

SpawnPoint class allows the character to be able to reposition and orientate itself 

properly when the first spawn or respawn from death. They are given a team and an 

occupied variable to tell if there is another player currently at this location, if so, 

move to the next location. 
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Performance and Optimisation Techniques                    5 
 

Pooled Paintballs and Decals                                                                                   5.1 

 

In order to save on memory, when a player fires a weapon, paintballs are not 

instantiated every time the Fire() is called - it in turn stores the variables that is 

needed for other players to reposition them from the GameManager. When the game 

is first loaded, the GameManager instantiates a specified number of GameObjects 

inside an array and then loops through then increases the array counter as calls are 

made from the Weapon class - resetting the counter to 0 when it has reached the 

end of the array. It does this for all the paintballs and decals being used locally and 

over the network - ultimately, this means that during runtime, there are no instantiate 

or destroy functions being called. 

 
public void SetPaintball(Vector3 position, Quaternion rotation, Vector3 colour, float speed, string team, 

string owner) 

{ 

    Paintballs[currentPaintball].transform.position = position; 

    Paintballs[currentPaintball].transform.rotation = rotation; 

    Paintballs[currentPaintball].GetComponent<Renderer>().material.color = new Color(colour.x, colour.y, 

colour.z, 1); 

    P_Paintball pp = Paintballs[currentPaintball].GetComponent<P_Paintball>(); 

    pp.Speed = speed; 

    pp.Team = team; 

    pp.Owner = owner; 

    pp.isInit = false; 

    pp.PaintballRaycast(); 

  

    // increment through list and check 

    currentPaintball++; 

    if (currentPaintball >= paintballsSize) currentPaintball = 0; 

} 

 

 

Inactive Objects                                                                                                        5.2 

 

Following on from the idea of recycling memory - limiting the activity of functionality 

within a class is also a handy method that was used for both the Characters and 

Pickups. 

 

When Pickups are interacted with, they are not destroyed, an RPC is send to all 

players in the room to call a function that sets the renderer to false, and disabling 

bounding box of the object. This allow the script to still tick but not be visible or 

picked up by players - it is important for the core script to still be enabled to be able 

to count how much time has passed before its timeout is reach and then 

reactiviated). 
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Similarly, when a character dies, it no longer meets the conditions to be able to 

control its children objects and deactivates a large amount of functionality that would 

normally happen every frame. Again, the character is not destroyed, but is left to let 

gravity change its rotation (like it is falling to the floor) - then repositioned once the 

cooldown time has been reached and a boolean is switched back on to enable 

movement once more. 

 
IEnumerator HidePickUp() 

{ 

    Renderer r_Billboard = transform.Find("Billboard").GetComponent<Renderer>(); 

    Renderer r_Model = transform.Find("Present/Model").GetComponent<Renderer>(); 

    while (currentHideTime < hideTime) 

    { 

        currentHideTime += Time.deltaTime; 

        GetComponent<BoxCollider>().enabled = false; 

        if (r_Billboard.enabled == true) r_Billboard.enabled = false; 

        if (r_Model.enabled == true) r_Model.enabled = false; 

        yield return null; 

    } 

  

    currentHideTime = 0f; 

    GetComponent<BoxCollider>().enabled = true; 

    if (r_Billboard.enabled == false) r_Billboard.enabled = true; 

    if (r_Model.enabled == false) r_Model.enabled = true; 

    yield break; 

} 
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